In order to help programmers achieve greater leverage of emerging recon guration mechanisms, we are studying notations for users to express recon guration plans. These plans direct how a running distributed application would be changed, based upon recognition of events from either the application itself or its environment. Our work to date in this area is embodied in a simple system called Clipper. Based upon C++, Clipper provides a way for programmers to express plans, that are then used to automatically generate the run time mechanisms needed to validly re ect the programmer's rules for change in the the application. This paper presents a description of our language in its current form, along with requirements that led up to it.
Introduction
Recon guration of an executing distributed application entails mapping one application state to another. The mapping may be applied to implement a planned upgrade, to recover from a fault condition, or to adjust performance in the application environment. Now that run time mechanisms are available to perform such recon gurations dynamically, we are concerned with nding better ways to help programmers guide the changes that they wish to apply. Towards this end, we have devised a simple C++ language extension (called Clipper) for organizing recon gurations on behalf of programmers, based upon external events recognized by our execution environment.
For purposes of this presentation, we adopt the terminology from the prior recon guration research as presented in ?]. A distributed application consists of a set of processes (possibly across many heterogeneous host platforms) interconnected by communication channels. The processes share only the distributed environment in which they execute, and their mutual bindings. Recon guration of the application is a dynamic method in which the application is mapped between two execution states. The mapping may involve change to the structure of the application (such as addition and deletion of modules or bindings) or it may involve altering how the structure (called a con guration) is mapped onto the underlying host resources.
In our previous research, we focused upon the runtime environment needed to support dynamic reconguration. As rst reported in ?], our capabilities for e ecting change were visible to a programmer by means of a set of library accessors, rather like system calls, that interacted with the underlying software bus. Any application component that operated upon the state of the overall con guration in this way was referred to as a catalyst module.
Our experience in building catalyst modules for various applications was that the programming objective was usually conceptually simple { to create a component that would recognize conditions when a reconguration of the application was desired, and then to perform the sequence of bus calls to achieve the new state. But manual implementation entailed much repetitious coding, suggesting that much of the task could be automated by identifying a suitable programming abstraction, that in turn could be translated into the low level code automatically. Clipper is our rst experimental notation for expressing these recon guration plans abstractly.
In Clipper, programmers de ne how con gurations may be mapped to one another at the module and structure level; conditions that would trigger invocation of these plans (sometimes called recon guration scripts) are identi ed as well. The plans are compiled into a catalyst module and executed along with their corresponding application. In the run time environment, whenever the underlying software bus recognizes the speci ed events, then the catalyst is notied so that it may apply the appropriate transformations. Using Clipper, programmers may reason about the evolution of their applications at the con guration level, with con dence that implementation details can be generated automatically. With approaches such as ours, those who deal with distributed systems are able to not only control the evolution of their applications, but also to do so at a reasonable engineering cost. This paper describes Clipper, along with requirements we had identi ed that led to its development; it describes how catalyst modules are constructed, and subsequently executed; and it discusses the current state of our overall system and the experiments we are performing with it.
2 Requirements of the Recon guration Language
Our formulation of requirements was guided by many general considerations: ease of development, protection of the application state, separation of the application from recon guration, and minimizing side e ects. As with any language e ort, we sought a notation that is both expressive and succinct: detailed enough to support all structural changes to the application without being so complex as to be prone to syntactical errors.
From an engineering point of view, we believed it highly desirable for the language's syntax, scope and control structures to be similar to existing highlevel languages, so as to allow intuitive development of scripts. Much of our choice of syntax is motivated by the need to make interactions with the distributed environment as automated as possible. Unlike the notations found in Durra ?] and Gerel ?], change operations are speci ed in a central script external to the application. Not only does this simplify the set of recon guration commands ?], it enables portability between distributed environments.
Of course, not all types of recon gurations are appropriate or correct for all applications, and therefore an important requirement of the language and system was to protect against inappropriate operations. Constraints on the set of recon gurations valid at any give point can be described as arising from two sources. First, some constraints are common to all con gurations. For example, since a module cannot not be connected to another module that does not exist, an assertion to this e ect must be enforced implicitly by the language across all applications. Other restrictions are particular to a given application as chosen by the programmer; these rules or constraints re ect design decisions that should be validly re ected in the run time environment.
Another general requirement is one of noninterference, that is, the steady state behavior of a recon gurable application should not vary signi cantly from a similarly structured static application. In other words, during the normal operation of the application, users should not loose performance (or for that matter, reliability) due to the presence of any infrastructure (in the run time environment) that would make the application recon gurable.
Moreover, invocation of any recon guration plan or script in our language should generally not consume excessive amounts of time or resources. Though this is not a crisply testable statement of requirements, its expression is intended to re ect a strong sentiment that most recon gurations (that are not otherwise intended to alter functionality) should not be noticed by the user of the application.
We use a dining philosophers example to illustrate the intended application of a recon guration language, and in particular to illustrate how use of such a language would augment the current run-time environments that support dynamic recon guration of distributed applications. (This example has been in the past referred to as the \uninvited diner" problem.) The initial application consists of four components representing dining philosophers (Figure ? ?, Left). Each diner module has three possible states: eating, thinking or hungry. An attribute called STATUS is set within each module to di erentiate between a dynamically and statically created module. As a reconguration operation, we would like to add a new diner to the application ( Figure ? ?, Right). To support this change, the following modi cations to the application are necessary: replacing the initial diner module with one that it is capable of transfering its state (necessary to prevent starvation), adding a display (maitre d') module to request recon guration information, and adding a recon guration module (waiter) to perform application state changes. This type of recon guration was enabled by prior work, such as found within the Conic system ?] or our own Surgeon system ?]. In the terminology of our own platform, the catalyst module for this system would need to be prepared manually; and, more importantly, the programmer must decide what basis would be used to initiate the introduction of a new diner. This is not an insurmountable problem, and indeed we have solved it in the past via manual techniques. Nevertheless, the problem still remains, that even though the programmer can reason about the recon guration in the abstract, the only medium for expressing decisions on recon guration was the programming language used to implement the application itself. The programmer should be able to simply declare the names of abstract events, then illustrate in terms of the structure how the application should change in the face of those events. That is, the programmer should be able to express plans or scripts abstractly, and then have implementation of the appropriate infrastructure installed automatically in the context of the particular application. As a separate task, there would then remain the obligation of identifying to the run time environment mechanisms needed to recognize events, and hence invoke the changes. This is a software engineering`divide and conquer' objective, concerning our ability to strongly separate the task of developing a functionally correct component from its adaptation to be recon gurable with respect to certain identi ed contingencies. In our example, one event might be called \arrival" (of some new diner); later, the programmer may wish to provide rules for other events, such as recognition of a fault (e.g., \host down", mapping into a restart operation for whatever processes are a ected) or load balancing (e.g., \loaded" mapping into a process migration script.) Ideally any language for planning recon gurations should support expression of rules such as these, and allow for the executables to be prepared without manual intervention by the programmer.
Design and Implementation
Clipper is the language and system intended to meet requirements listed in the previous section. Implemented in a prototype form, our current notation is based upon a simple extension to C++ ?]; our language for the con guration itself, as well as the run time environment to support the recon guration steps, is drawn from our work in Polylith ?]. This section of the paper describes the language itself, the event mechism, and properties of catalyst modules that are generated by the Clipper system for introduction to the application run time environment.
Description of the Recon guration Language
To meet the requirements stated earlier, C++ was chosen to support for the recon guration language. C++ provides type checking, resticted data access, overloading of operators and functions, derivation of data types, and implicit initialization of data structures. Type checking permits rudementary static analysis of the recon guration script, while data access, operator and function overloading allow implementation of dynamic analysis. Derivation of data types helps inforce consistency in the de nitions of application components. Consistency is needed to insure all application components can be analyzed dynamically. Implicit initialization of data structures lets the user take advantage of default values speci ed in the con guration le.
By leveraging an existing language (that included an overloading capability) we were able to construct the rst prototype of the system rapidly. Then based upon our experimentation with Clipper, we slightly modi ed the syntax into a rule-based notation more strongly tailored to the expression of plans.
The body of a plan in Clipper is a list of valid C++ statements, enhanced by a library of primitive function de nitions. This body stands on its own, however, and has no main (visible to the programmer) in a traditional procedural sense; instead, the body is wrapped by a module de nition which declares an event that must have arrived in order to have entered the body.
The nature of our C++ dialect is illustrated in the diners application, as shown in Figure ? ?. Modications to the application are performed through the manipulation of a set of data structures representing modules. Within the recon guration script, each module is represented by a structure containing a set of attribute objects and a set of interface objects. The type of an attribute object re ects the data it species, while an interface's type describes the data that is sent and received through it. A structure type representing a module in the recon guration environment is de ned using the speci cation of the module in the con guration le as a template. The de nitions are generated automatically by a Clipper compiler, and are invisible to programmer.
When a module is instantiated, an initialization function, called a constructor, is invoked. This function sets all of the module components to default values speci ed in the module type de nition. The constructor is envoked with one argument, a character string used to identify the module in the distributed environment. If this identi er is already in use in the distributed environment, then the newly instantiated module becomes an alias for the existing module. This allows access to a module whose identi er is not known at compile time. The scope of module types is ex- tended beyond that of normal static types. A module's lifetime is de ned by the distributed object it represents, although local identi ers who alias it exist only in the block in which they are declared.
The application structure is modi ed using the commands illustrated in Figure ? ?. Base Module type is the module type from which all modules are derived. By deriving all module types from a common base, functions taking a module type do not need to be rede ned for every new module de nition. Modications to bindings between modules involve queuing messages until changes are complete. Modi cations to bindings of modules that are not part of the distributed application are ignored. All operations on the components of the application and their member attributes and interfaces are atomic in the recon guration environment to prevent them from con icting with each other.
Events Initiating Recon guration
There are three possible sources of stimulus for recon guration: the application, the distributed environment, and the system environment. Events received by the recon guration module are acted upon immediately unless a recon guration operation has already been initiated. If this is the case, the events are queued in the order of their arrival until the current recon guration is complete.
Events from the application are transmitted through bindings created upon parsing of the recon guration script. The dining philosophers example illustrates the use of recon guration events by the application. The event generating module Display (Maitre d') receives a request from the user to add a new diner. This request generates an event to the catalyst (Waiter), currently implemented as a signal. If the module is not currently performing a recon guration, the catalyst dispatches to whichever body of the script matches the event name. The recon guration steps are performed immediately upon entering the body.
Events generated by the distributed environment are received in the same manner as application events, although in this case our system relies upon the underlying bus mechanism to recognize and generate the appropriate event stream. An example of a distributed environment event would be the sudden failure of a module. Once detected by the bus, a prede ned event add(base module&) Add a module to the application. The module is made part of the distributed environment and begins executing. No changes to the module's attributes are allowed after this function call. If the application is already a member of the application, the command is ignored. A system environment event is a token representing a change to the operating environment of the modules making up the application. An example of such a change would be the failure of a module's host machine. This would be treated by the bus agent in the same manner as the previous case. Clearly, recognizing a class of realistic events is by itself a tough subproblem for the bus substrate; currently we recognize only a fairly simple selection, but in practice a bus mechanism would need to implement a more robust fault and failure model. For this, we are direct consumers of others' work in the eld.
The Recon guration Module
A recon guration module, or catalyst, is the process intended to direct all recon guration activities at run time. This agent must be generated for each application, and in Clipper this is performed automatically.
The plan must have knowledge of the current state of the application, as well as access to the distributed environment's recon guration primitives. From the diners example it is observed that in order for a diner to be added, information about the application's components, such as the module interfaces and attributes of neighboring diners, must be known. The plan must be able to interact with the distributed environment to perform the necessary modi cations to the application.
The recon guration script is compiled and executed within the recon guration module (Figure ? ?). Two input les are needed by the recon guration module compiler; the the recon guration script and the conguration le. The dining philosophers con guration le for the Polylith environment is shown in Figure ??. It consists of two parts. The rst contains the module speci cations, where module types representing processes are declared. The second is the application speci cation, where the modules and bindings are declared.
The module speci cation section provides two sources of information: the templates needed to create the structure type de nitions used in the reconguration script, and default values for initialization of modules in the script. The declarations of the initial modules are taken from the application specication. When modules are declared, a constructor is invoked which adds a module to the change module's database. The database is only accessable through application modifying functions. This protection insures that the user cannot corrupt the application representation through database changes.
The application speci cation provides the recon guration module compiler with the modules and bindings declared in the initial con guration. From this information, structures representing the initial modules in the application are instantiated. A special initial binding function is de ned to bind these structures according to the application speci cation.
The main function is de ned after the initial binding function. This function consists of any calls needed to initialize the recon guration module, and the event loop in which the recon guration script is inserted. The recon guration script is parsed to determine which modules are used as event generators. Event generating modules are added to the con guration le discribing the recon guration module and the bindings between the recon guration module and event generators.
The source code for the recon guration module is compiled to system level and the original con guration le from which type information was extracted is linked with the recon guration module discription le. At startup, the recon guration module is executed with the application, but is bound only to the modules declared to be event generators in the reconguration script.
Execution of the Recon guration Plan
The module display (maitre d') provides a user interface for initiating application modi cations. After the user enters the name of a new diner to add, and the names of the two diners on either side, display noti es the recon guration module (waiter) to modify the application state. Access to the application members is implicitly granted through the declarations of the local diner objects \oldleft" and \oldright". The new diner is created with the declaration. diner newdiner (MESSAGE_LIST 1]) ; Next, newdiner's STATUS attribute is modi ed through the assignment operator (=). Since there are no other attributes that need to be initialized, the module can now be added to the application. Bindings between modules oldleft and oldright are removed with unbilink commands. The fork bindings are attached between the two existing modules and the new module using bilink commands. oldleft and oldright are signaled to dump any state information that newdiner needs through interfaces \recon g right" and \recon-g left" respectively.
Discussion
So far we have not illustrated an execution of the distributed system's recon guration commands by the recon guration operations in this language. It has been assumed that the sequence of events executed by these commands is prevented from causing failure by a set of preconditions. However, there are cases when the state of the application may be altered during the execution of a recon guration command, creating unpredictable results. If the recon guration commands are not executed atomically, the nal state is undetermined. For example, if access to attribute values involved spawned processes, there is the possibility of newdiner in the diners example being added to the application before its \STATUS" attribute is modi ed. This would cause the module to starve. Much of our e ort in the prototype goes into addressing the issue of atomicity of operations.
Transformations that are not speci ed by the recon guration programer in Clipper cannot be guaranteed successful. At this time, our prototype assumes it is the sole agent responsible for performing reconguration operations. In diners, one transfer function was speci ed for the application, that of adding a new diner to an application containing two diner modules, oldleft and oldright, directly bound. This recon guration is not protected against the condition of a speci ed diner not existing. Dynamic checking of reconguration commands will prevent application failure locally, but will not discourage the propagation of an error through the script. Let us assume the user speci es a nonexistent left module. A new module will be ule is not part of the application, unbilink will not attempt to unbind it from old right, bilink will not attach it to newmodule, and dumpstate will not signal it to synchronize with newdiner. The result will be an application in which newdiner is partially bound and starving.
Currently, we rely on dynamic analysis of the application to assure correctness of operations in the reconguration script. Some of the analysis, however, could be performed at compile time. Static analysis is performed already in the form of type checking. To assure correctness of the script as a whole, the sequence of operations must be examined. A sequence violating an application precondition would trigger a reordering of operations in the script. If a module is added to the application, then attribute modi cations following would be moved before that operation, to a position that would not change the nature of the con guration performed in the original script.
Conclusion
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